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Message from the President

・ We adopted the EHS initiative in results 
instruction to achieve high-level safety and 
environmental standards.

・ We manufacture extremely cost-effective, 
high-quality tires. And are well-regarded by 
customers around the world.
・ We have greatly reduced the development 

cycle time for new products, and supply 
new products as a wellspring for new sales 
and profits.

・ We work to enable all employees (both direct and indirect) and their 
families to participate in TEI and CSR.

・ We maintain 100% legal compliance in all fields.
・ With the active support and cooperation of the YRC management 

team, we actively learn and adopt best practice at YRC plant sites to 
strengthen the performance of our processes and products.

・ We have formed a team of seasoned veterans and continue to grow while 
continuously improving on our track record to achieve excellent results.

S. Muralidharan

Business activities: 

Total site area: 

Number of employees: 

Location: 

Farming, forestry, construction, industry, and the manufacture of OTR tires

47.04 ha

2,086 (as of December 2016)

Sipcot SEZ, A-2, Sipcot Industrial Growth Centre, Gangaikondan, Dist. Tirunelveli, 

Tamil Nadu – 627 352, India

Contact for consultation and complaints:
Human Resources and Administration Dept.
Tel: +91-46-2398-7312　Fax: +91-46-2398-7399

Organizational Governance

Human Rights

We have a policy to prevent sexual harassment called the “fruits of 
ATC India Pvt efforts”. This aims to offer a workplace free from sexual 
harassment, threats, and exploitation.
The purpose of this policy is to prevent sexual harassment complaints and 
rescue all employees in a defined workplace, and to offer protection from 
such relevant problems.
To raise awareness among all employees, we hold training to prevent 
sexual harassment in the workplace.
The internal complaints committee is responsible for the following.
・ Investigating formal complaints of sexual harassment
・ Taking suitable improvement measures to respond to specific sexual 

harassment claims
・ Suppressing and preventing employment-related sexual harassment

Our policies on business activities standards state the following with 
regard to preventing discrimination and harassment.
“The core aim of our company is the maintenance of a workplace 
environment that enables each and every employee to fully manifest their 
abilities with incurring discrimination or harassment based on their race, 
gender, nationality, age, religion, sexual orientation, genetic information, or 
sexual proclivities, etc., regardless of legal protections for disabilities, etc.”

In order to improve the corporate reporting system, we review our 
organizational system every quarter.
Further, each department has its SOP (Standard Operating Procedures) to 
assure the maintenance of consistent product quality.
In November 2016, we published the “Employees handbook”, which 
includes all the policies that are relevant to employees. It summarizes 
company policies and procedures. According to the company action 
framework, “The company shall achieve its targets in line with the core 
values of ATC, and make full efforts for excellent corporate governance 
while operating its business”. This policy covers various fields such as 
compliance with applicable laws and responsibilities to shareholders, etc.

The company’s internal disclosure policy is as follows: “For employees, 
self-policing mechanisms are not only insurance for reporting unethical 
acts, but also offer a mechanism for reporting real apprehensions and 
complaints, and the reporting of habitual practices is processed using 
methods that are fair and unprejudiced as regulated by the corporate laws 
of 2013 and company rules 177 (9) and (10) from 2014.”



Labour Practices

We have determined policies of quality, the environment, and 
occupational  safety and health, which can be cited as described below. 
ATC Tire Pvt. Ltd., which manufactures OTR (Off-road Tires) for our 
company, is responsible for maintaining and assuring our company’s 
product quality. Health, safety, and the environment for the people and 
the company. These are indispensable parts of our planning and resolve.
We are guided by the principles and are committed to:
・ Respect customers, people, and the environment, and to work while 

maintaining this respect.
・ Achieve customer satisfaction by manufacturing and supplying 

products according to our customers’ wishes.
・ Satisfy product quality requirements.
・ Assure occupational health and safety in all corporate stakeholder 

workplaces.
・ Satisfy our legal compliance obligations related to environmental 

aspects and occupational health and safety hazards.
We will achieve this by:
・ Protecting the environment by making effective use of resources, 

preventing pollution through Reduce, Reuse, and Recycle methods, and 
managing the process emission by introducing new technologies.

・ Making sure to prevent injuries and sickness due to work safety and 
health harm through suitable systems and processes implemented by 
all employees.

・ Using various forums to promote dialog with all stakeholders regarding 
quality, health, safety, and environmental performance.

・ Conserving biodiversity in corporate business activities.
・ Constantly improving the integrated management system effectiveness 

and its performance.
We shall enable stakeholders to use this policy.
We have privileges such as social security and health/injury insurance such 
as PF, ESIC, Gratuity, and group personal accident insurance.
Our vice-president in charge of environmental safety and health has a 
high-level conference body that monitors safety.
The scope of its actions is as follows: “Our company strives to supply 
a safe and healthy workplace environment in all areas. Each and every 
location is operated according to the hygiene and safety requirements 
of all applicable regions, states, and countries, and it is necessary not to 
be affected by illegal drugs, alcohol, or substances. All employees have a 
responsibility to support the maintenance of a safe and healthy workplace 
by obeying applicable laws and action standards.”

Stepathlon—Movement for Movement (100-day race)
We started Stepathlon in 2015. In 2015, 20 people from four teams 
participated, which became five teams (25 people) in 2016.
Stepathlon changes seated people to active ones, and active people 
offer easier and more suitable solutions converted to activity. Stepathlon 
is for “everyday athletes”, and is an enjoyable and attractive method for 
motivating employees regardless of age, gender, location, instructions, or 
fitness level.
After the 100-day race, employee stress levels are reduced, and 
productivity and teamwork both improve.

Festival celebrations
We celebrate Indian festivals such as Holi, Independence Day, Diwali, 
Pongal, and Ayutha Pooja. All employees participate in the celebrations to 
improve employee team cohesion and motivation.

Training
We implement employee health and safety, action, general, and technical 
training based on individual needs and business requirements.



The Environment

ISO 14001 Certificate

Action standards to regulate fair competition and trade
Competition and fair trade: The tire business is a competitive industry. 
However, we promise to work holistically.
All employees are required to be responsible for policing their own ethics, 
speaking truthfully, and to treat their colleagues, company managers, 
customers, suppliers, consultants, and civil servants (from both our 
country and others) equally.

In fiscal 2016, mass production amount was 4,480 tons, with 76 tons/day 
of coal used for energy, and 118,000 kWh of electricity consumed.
Further, water consumption was 27,600 m3.

Fair Operating Practices

Community Involvement and Development

Social contribution activities
We implement the following activities.

・ We donated water purifiers to 
four local governments.

・ We donated cloth bags instead 
of plastic ones during the temple 
festivals supported by the 
Forestry Service.

・ Free computer course training

・ We donated furniture to local government

・ This is linked to improving 
the free tailor program living 
standards offered to high school 
girls and local women, and 
nurturing female entrepreneurs.

・ We built bus stops in two nearby 
villages.

・ We established a blood-doning 
camp.


